New Discourse forum:
invenio-talk.web.cern.ch

We will soon be providing webinars on Invenio products.

Training bootcamp
We regularly hold bootcamps to show the nuts and bolts of Invenio. This year’s materials are available at indico.cern.ch/event/773969. We also have a nice set of tutorials: github.com/inveniosoftware/training

User Group Workshop
We run an Invenio User Group Workshop every year. See the full list at indico.cern.ch/category/B240.

Invenio RDM resources: open source via GitHub
- Repository: github.com/inveniosoftware/invenio-app-rdm
- Documentation: invenio-app-rdm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Invenio RDM Roadmap:
inveniosoftware.org/products/rdm/roadmap/

Invenio RFC (Request For Comments):
- Coordinate the design process
- Produce consensus among Invenio stakeholders
- Document design decisions
Many changes can be implemented via the normal GitHub pull request workflow, however some changes are more substantial. RFCs aid communication between geographically dispersed teams and document Invenio development so that we can avoid knowledge loss when people leave and ease knowledge transfer when people join.

Project Boards
- Coordinate development during the monthly sprint
- Document responsibility and priorities
- Identify issues and context in the monthly sprint: to-do, in-progress, blocked, in review, and done See the work in progress for Invenio/RDM this month at github.com/orgs/inveniosoftware/projects

We support collaborative work on open & geographically dispersed teams

Gitter (incl. daily development updates):
gitter.im/inveniosoftware/InvenioRDM

Webinars coming soon!
We will soon be providing webinars on Invenio products.